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file description: captain sim's plane has as its iconic equipmens pack the standard green jump pack,
medium toughness shield, upgradeable little grey eye lite. all paint jobs of this equipment pack are

classed as exclusive paint jobs. the plane also has a bonus weight variation to make the jump pack more
efficient on the plane and thus improving the flight time. early game: at first glance, both of these cards

seem underwhelming. quickdraw will help you filter past your deck quicker to get to your legendary
heroes, while avengers assemble resembles a vanilla officer maria hill that only gets you 2 recruit points.

however, that is not the case at all as captain america can quickly ramp up to 3 or more recruit power. the
recruiting of heroes is a natural progression of the game, so captain america can quickly ramp up to 3 or

more recruit power. file description:this paint scheme was worn on raf c130's during most of the 1970's to
early 90's.this particual scheme was used during operation bushel. famine relief operations op bushel -

1984. in november 1984, when the public were witnessing the start of band aide lead by sir bob geldoff,
lxx squadron crews were leading the biggest famine relief operation ever conducted by the raf, as part of
operation bushel in ethiopia, many of the dropping zones being over 7000 ft amsl above mean sea level).

this repaint requires captains sims legendary c130 package. this repaint is fully ace compliant. file
description:this is a repaint for the captain sim c-130 x-perience ( to use this repaint, base pack is

required. this repaint contains an evergreen international airlines livery. the particular aircraft included is
the one with registration number n130ev. this particular aircraft, usaf serial 64-0552 (c/n 382-4047), was

built for the usaf in 1965 and immediately converted into a wc-130e. in 1999 it was acquired by evergreen
international airlines and registered n130ev (this repaint). the aircraft was purchased by sabena technics
in 2007 as a replacement for the c130 (ch-02) lost in a hangar fire on brussels airport on may, 5th, 2006.
sabena technics converted the aircraft to the belgian c-130h state, and it now serves as ch-13 with the

belgian air component. repaint by lars domen
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playing this game can be a blast! with its flashy card pack and nice looking cards, trying to get captain
america together can be a challenge. captain america does make life a whole lot easier when he is around

with 3, 4 and 5 or more of his buddies. also with hawkeye having a lot of resources and iron man being
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easy to grab, he can easily get a 4, 5 and 6 of his avengers while hawkeye will struggle a lot less to get
his. trying to be sneaky with your captain america or hawkeye play is key in winning the game! i hope you
all enjoy! deploy: purchasing a self adjusting covering fire for the machine gun only costs 2 points when

you purchase hawkeyes covering fire however any additional self adjusting covering fire you add on to the
list can cost 2 points more. while hawkeyes covering fire costs you one red, that red could have been

needed in a previous turn to reposition or fire, only hawkeye can use that red to pay for the two points.
shooter: the shoe still requires a minimum of five troops to hit but if you have hawkeye covering fire, you
can afford to put one more on the table. you are also able to purchase covering fire from your arsenal at

the cost of one point. this time though, it is not at risk of being blocked and taking a point off your
shooting score and is considered to be separate from any other covering fire you may have on the board.

this makes it perfectly suited for when you need to rotate your shooting score to that one little point to get
the whole team across the finishing line. advantage: hawkeye 2 points start: the uncovered sniper can
now be fired at more than once and only triggers once. the uncovered sniper begins to look like a really
great troop, even better than hawkeye! it seems to counter-balance the decision made with hawkeyes

covering fire. it will be expensive as it can only be added as a specialist and will cost you 3 points.
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